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The late James Brown earned the title of
“hardest working man in show business,” and
he earned it. But the late soul singer couldn’t
hold a candle to driver Aaron Merriman.
The 2016 dash-winning champion, Merriman has posted over 800 wins in each of the
past three seasons. But for me the truly amazing thing about Merriman is that in the past
10 years (2007-2016), he has driven in 36,955
races – an average of more than 10 races per
day every day, seven days a week. That is just
ridiculous.
In a typical year, Merriman drives in more
races than either Northfield Park or The
Meadows offer in total. Last year, he drove in
4,268 dashes. According to track announcer
Roger Huston, The Meadows offered 2,608
races, while Northfield Park, which prides
itself on one of the most comprehensive
schedules in the sport, carded about 3,300. I
know we don’t give out participation trophies,
but in a sport where a major injury is just one
step away (and Aaron has had his share),
Merriman’s numbers truly stand out.
Meanwhile, a somewhat unheralded horse
can stake his claim toward James Brown’s
title and it is no coincidence that Merriman
has driven him several times, including posting a track record at the Canfield (OH) Fair in
2015. In fact, he has won the top race at that
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Aaron Merriman has driven in almost
37,000 races over the last 10 years.

fair in each of the past five years. That horse
is Bourbon St Hanover. He has averaged over
40 starts a year for the last four and a half
years.
“He’s a brute,” said Merriman about the
gelding with over $250,000 in career earnings. “He’s relentless. And once he gets to
the front, you are not going to get by him. At
Canfield we were parked past the quarter and
we got to the half in like 55 seconds. He was
pacing so fast my bike was on its side through
the turns. He’s not Wiggle It Jiggleit, but he
has beaten some pretty good horses.”
Jamie Coffy purchased the now 9-year-old
son of Western Hanover-Bijou Hall from Bill
Zendt in July of 2012 for $5,500. Since then
he has won 67 races, an average of 15 races a
year.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Bourbon St Hanover was almost the winningest horse in 2016
CONTINUED from page 1

“Eddie McNeight found him for me. I
think for the Zendts, he was just another
horse in a full barn, and he wasn’t producing,” said Coffy. “And to be honest, I hated
him at first. He was like a spoiled, rich frat
boy. He had ability, but didn’t want to do his
work. And he goes wide behind, he hits the
bike. You have to be careful with him. He
likes to put on a show.”
“The first few starts, he wasn’t very
good,” she continued. “We took him to
Lewisburg (The West Virginia State Fair)
and I told Jeff (Lieberman, a friend who
was the horse’s regular driver early on)
he’s gonna make it or he is going to the
buggy. A switch went off and he became a
racehorse.”
In that trip to West Virginia, Bourbon St
Hanover set what may have been the first
of his obscure world records. He lost races
on four consecutive days. But he did pick up
three second-place checks and a third-place
finish. In fact, he went on to race back-toback the following week. He has not lost
at Lewisburg since, winning the top pace
(he has won his way out of the conditioned
races, so he only races once a year down
there these days) each year from 2011-2016.
He also raced at Delaware Ohio three times
in one week during 2012, and posted two
other-back-to-back efforts.
“He wants a lot of work. He thrives on it.
He trains on the gallop, that was Jeff’s idea,
and we train him a mile two days before he
races. We even turn him a mile before he
races,” says Coffy. “You put him at a fair
track and he thinks those people are there
to see him. He doesn’t like being in the
paddock.”
There have been many highlights for
Coffy and Bourbon St Hanover, and while
she knows anything can happen, she looks
at the 100 career win mark as a distinct

Bourbon St Hanover won by open lengths at the Delaware County Fair in 2016.
possibility if he stays sound. The gelding has posted double-digit wins the past
four years and visited the winner’s circle
18 times last year, missing the dash title
by one win. And every time he visits the
winner’s circle, it’s an adventure.
“He’s a handful in the winner’s circle.
The photographers, the blanket people,
they have to know he is a moving picture.
He will not stop,” Coffy explains. ”You
know, it’s kind of a shame. We lost a week
at The Meadows, or I think he would have
gotten to 19 . . . that would be cool, to win
more than any other horse.”
“He’s 9 now. He might go on for five more
years. But he doesn’t owe me anything. He
gave me my fastest win as a driver. And he
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has turned into a real race horse- not just
a county fair horse. He bought me a house.
When he retires, I will ride him. And he is
in my will. He is never going anywhere,”
Coffy added.
And let’s give the hardest working man in
harness racing the last word. “It’s all that
girl,” Aaron Merriman concluded. “Jamie
made that horse. He’s fit and she keeps him
happy. And that’s why he wins those races.”
Bourbon St Hanover has won once in
three starts in 2017. He was a $5.40 winner
with Aaron Merriman driving at The Meadows on January 16. It was my first winning
ticket of the year. Now you can go cash, too.
See you next month.

Sustainability can be achieved by lowering host fees, takeout rates
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
The simulcasting of horse racing throughout our nation’s racetracks was viewed as
“found money” by its supporters on the
dawn of its implementation. The general
way of thinking was that a small percentage of millions upon millions of dollars
being wagered all over the country is better
than nothing. Certainly no one disputes
that a small piece of a big pie is better than
not having any pie at all. But what this very
simplistic idea lacked was forward thinking.
The fact that you no longer had to be at a
specific racetrack to wager on that racetrack,
and that they were creating an entirely new
business model, did not resonate with the
creators of simulcasting. The idea that one
day you would be able to wager without even
being in a racetrack or an off-track wagering facility was not even a blip on the radar.
Therefore, racetracks began selling their
signal, the signal that they owned and financially had to support, for a fraction of what it
could have been sold for.
Why would they do such a thing? Again, it’s
rather simple. A racetrack would not make a
great deal of money on its own signal being
exported all over the country. However, they
would make a large percentage on all of the
other racetrack signals they imported into
their facility. After all, the racetrack that
owned the signal was selling it for a very
low price and wouldn’t it be great if we could
be making 15 or 20 cents on the dollar on
tracks like Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita
and Gulfstream because the customers in
our building are betting on those products.
After all, we are just a small track in West
Virginia, Iowa or Indiana and now we can get
a nice piece of the New York or California pie!
The “importing” of signals to racetracks
became more important financially to the
racetrack receiving the signals than their
own racing product. In effect, the simulcast-center within the racetrack became
more important than the racetrack itself as
the track became more dependent on other
racing products rather than its own. That
was and still is a very dangerous thing for
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one simple reason: You have no control over
the signals you are importing and it is nearly
impossible to market simulcast signals (not
including marquis events) to your customers.
How do you convince your customers to come
to your facility on a Wednesday afternoon to
bet?
When I was a young kid who went to The
Meadowlands with his dad, it was evident
that particular facility benefited from that
simulcast system. It was incredible to see the
number of people who would be in that building during times of no live racing, wagering
on simulcasting. There was (and probably
still is) more money wagered at The Meadowlands on simulcasting than any other brick
and mortar racing facility in the country.
But The Meadowlands and other racetracks throughout the country saw their
simulcast revenue decline when off-track
wagering facilities began to pop-up all over
the country. From there, obviously when the
era of being able to wager from the comfort
of your own home began, fewer people were
going to the racetrack as well. But everyone talked about how there were so many
fewer people at the racetracks for live racing,
which didn’t look good. But people were not
really talking about the fact that there were
fewer people going to the racetrack to wager
on simulcasting, which ironically was even
more detrimental to the racetrack because
while no track races 365 days per year, they
do have simulcasting every day.
The casino at racetrack programs masked
the problem. With casinos funding a lot of the
racing operations or at least a sizable portion
of the live racing operation, people within
racing were not reacting to the decline of
revenue received from simulcasting. In fact,
many racetracks simply decided not to be
open for simulcasting seven days per week.
It simply wasn’t worth it. After all, the casino
is more profitable anyway. There was no
incentive for many racetracks to look at what
had become (and what actually always was) a
broken and backwards simulcast system.
Of course, I realize that asking the racing
industry to sit down in a room together and
agree on anything is unrealistic. Instead, I’ll
ask this. I will ask one racetrack that benefits
from being aided by casino revenue (which
limits their financial risk) to try something
different. Reach out to your brick and mortar
simulcast partners that have a racing product of their own and re-write your simulcast
agreements with those partners. Formulate
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a plan to lower your takeout rates across the
board while simultaneously lowering the
host fee for your racing product even further.
Then, once you have received support from
those partners, reach out to OTW facilities
and ADW sites and do the same. (For fulldisclosure, I work for an ADW, and this plan
would be financially beneficial to all parties,
including the ADW, however the benefit to
ADW’s carries no weight in my presenting
this plan).
I know what you’re thinking, why lower
the host fee after I said when the system was
designed it was designed backwards and
signals were sold too cheap? Well, because
when the system is backwards one racetrack
cannot reverse it entirely on its own. It will
not work. But, if you lower your takeout and
host fees simultaneously, it provides opportunity for those receiving your signal to offer
more wager rewards and rebate incentives to
customers playing your signal. It benefits all
parties. The simulcast partner, whether it be
a racetrack, OTW or ADW will look good in
the eyes of its customers by providing more
wager rewards on a signal and the racetrack selling the signal will see their handle
increase as well.
My suggestion to any racetrack operator
that benefits from casino revenue is to try
this plan for three consecutive race meets.
Your biggest obstacle will be that the majority of racetracks have their simulcast agreements negotiated by a third party, whether
it be Monarch, the Mid-Atlantic Co-op, CDI,
etc. But lowering your host fee should be able
to offset the push-back received for lowering
takeout and therefore cutting into the simulcast partner’s margins. I believe handle and
revenues will rise with each passing meet
and the racetrack will become less dependent
on the casino, which will make all interested
parties happier and it will simultaneously
stave off the idea of decoupling because as a
business you have taken strides to help yourself and improve.
While I expect the majority of those operators reading this to dismiss the idea as quickly
as they read it, maybe one person will find
some merit in the concept and at least pursue
the possibility of implementing such a plan.
It will take just a very small group to try and
bring about change. After all, never doubt
that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world because it’s the
only thing that ever has.

New stallion Creatine has all the tools to be a top sire
STALLION SPOTLIGHT

By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Breeding standardbreds is far from a
proven science. Pedigree, conformation and
performance on the racetrack are the primary
indicators of a horse’s capabilities. Yet none
collectively grant success as a sire.
“It’s almost impossible to predict a sire,”
said Mike Lachance, the now retired Hall of
Fame driver who piloted 2017 first-year stallion Creatine during the core years of the trotter’s racing career.
“He was a perfect horse,” said Lachance of
Creatine. “He was a big, strong horse. Maybe
not the best leaving the gate, but a beautiful
horse.”
Lachance, not willing to step out on a limb
to declare one of his horses a lock at stud, goes
way back.
“I thought Matts Scooter would be a great
sire,” Lachance said. While the champion
didn’t achieve the same heights as a stallion
as he did on a racetrack, he still had an amazing impact on the business as the grand sire
of Somebeachsomewhere, arguably the best
pacing stallion of these times.
Unlike Matts Scooter or Somebeachsomewhere, Creatine enters stud duty with a few
more years on the racetrack and International experience.
“He was a late bloomer,” said Lachance,
noting that the son of Andover Hall needed
time to mature and grow into himself. “Bobby
(Stewart, trainer) had him good at Lexington
in the fall as a 2-year-old and you could see
what kind of horse he could be.”
At 3, Creatine was a mainstay at the top of a
contentious class of trotters. He took an elimination of the Hambletonian and later went
on to capture the 2013 Kentucky Futurity at
the Red Mile. He would also finish second in
the Breeders Crown contested over the fiveeighths track at Pocono.
Creatine completed his 3-year-old season
with a 17-8-5-1 scorecard and more than
$800,000 in earnings.
As a 4-year-old Creatine had the misfortune of having to come out ready for battle.
The cards were incredibly stacked against
him in 2014 with the arrival of the seasoned
world traveler Sebastian K to the aged ranks.
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Creatine captured the 2013 Kentucky Futurity over an off-track at the Red Mile.
The experience as a freshman and sophomore
gave Creatine preparation, but there was
simply no way to fit in against older, faster and
tougher competition. Nevertheless, as he had
done in his prior two years of racing, Creatine
came to life towards the end of his 4-year-old
campaign and rattled off some impressive
miles. Perhaps the biggest moment of his
racing career again took place at the Red Mile,
where Creatine overtook Sebastian K right on
the wire to capture the Allerage Farm Trot in
a 1:51 2/5 mile.
He proved the Allerage victory was for
real with a commanding 1:51 3/5 effort six
days later in the American National Stake at
Balmoral Park.
Creatine put in a huge performance in the
Breeders Crown but had to settle for third in
an epic mile set forth by Commander Crowe
on that frigid night in November at The Meadowlands. Creatine returned a week later
and won the duel with Sebastian K to reach
the stretch but couldn’t stall the fast closing
Intimidate or Market Share in the TVG Final.
Clearly at the end of his 4-year-old season
Creatine had a more imposing presence in

perhaps one of the best crop of aged horses
the sport has seen in the last generation. As
a 5-year-old Creatine campaigned overseas
primarily under the Jimmy Takter stable and
came back to North America to capture the
Breeders Crown at Woodbine after a thirdplace finish in the $1 Million International
Trot at Yonkers.
On the pedigree front, Creatine brings the
blood of Andover Hall to the next generation. Andover Hall’s son Donato Hanover has
already paved the way, producing some greats
especially the fillies Shake It Cerry and Check
Me Out. Andover Hall’s full brothers, Conway
Hall and Angus Hall, have both been successful sires as well, with the former responsible for Triple Crown champion Windsongs
Legacy, likely to be a champion stallion if not
for his untimely premature passing. Windsongs Legacy’s Chapter Seven is already off
to a very fast start as a stallion with first year
champion Walner. Angus Hall has had a solid
presence in Ontario and made a huge splash
with the sensational mare Peaceful Way.
Creatine stands at Diamond Creek Farm for
a fee of $6,000.

Bold Eagle eyes consecutive Prix d’Amerique wins on Sunday

Bold Eagle won the 2016 Prix d’Amerique and looks to repeat as the likely heavy favorite this year.

By Garnet Barnsdale
As France’s biggest trotting race
approaches, the owner of expected heavy
favorite Bold Eagle is confident that his
6-year-old stallion can repeat his 2016 victory
in the Prix d’Amerique at Vincennes.
“I love and respect most of Sunday’s
runners,” said owner Pierre Pilarski. “We
have often faced them and they all have different and specific qualities. But Bold Eagle has
all the qualities. If the course is regular and
without incident, he should win!”
If he is to repeat in the storied race, the son
of Ready Cash – winner of 28 of 32 starts and
close to $1.2 million Euros - will be required
to defeat 17 foes over a distance of 2700 meters
(1 11/16 miles). The bulky field battling for the
biggest share of the $1 million Euros purse
includes some horses that will be familiar to
North American viewers.
Propulsion, a 6-year-old son of Muscle Hill
who raced out of the Tony Alagna barn in
North America as a 3 and 4-year old, comes
into the Prix d’Amerique off a second-place
finish in the Group II Prix De Bretagne.
Propulsion has done very well as an aged trotter in Europe, winning 11 of 17 starts and more
than $628,000 Euros since shipping overseas.
Wild Honey, who capped off a sensational
North American career in the fall of 2015 by
defeating Mission Brief in both the Kentucky
Filly Futurity and Breeders Crown, has won
6 of 10 starts since shipping overseas while
racing mainly in Sweden.
The 5-year-old Cantab Hall mare won a race

at a similar distance at Ekilstuna, Sweden in
November, but Wild Honey is currently a 30-1
proposition on some European betting sites.
Clearly, this will be the toughest test of her
career to date.
Anna Mix, who won the Prix De Bretagne,
is another that may give Bold Eagle something to think about on Sunday, having won
three of her last four starts.

“I don’t think we will ever go
to North America because
the best older horses such as
Nuncio are racing in
Europe,” said Pierre Pilarski.
Last year’s second and third-place finishers, Timoko and Oasis Bi, are also expected
to start Sunday. But it’s clear that all eyes
will be on heavy favorite Bold Eagle as he
looks to duplicate his great sire Ready Cash’s
Prix d’Amerique double.
Pilarski noted that the two main objectives
for 2017 are Sunday’s race and the Elitlopp,
raced in Sweden at Solvalla in May. “I will
never have the chance to own another horse
like Bold Eagle,” he exclaimed. “Our main
objective is to give him the longest career possible by saving him as much as we can. We know
we will not be able to win all of the races.”

Le Trot

As for North American race fans getting
a chance to watch Bold Eagle race here in
the International Trot at Yonkers, Breeders
Crown, or any other top stakes event, don’t
count on it anytime soon.
“I don’t think we will ever go to North
America because the best older horses such
as Nuncio are racing in Europe,” Pilarski
explained. “Also, customs and quarantine
are very dissuasive.”
Unless there is a change of heart, it appears
the only way for those outside of Europe to
see this great trotter race is via satellite as he
looks to make another mark on history this
Sunday.
Field for the $1 million Euros Prix d’Amerique
Post
Horse
Driver
1
Treasure Kronos
Christopher Eriksson
2
Briac Dark
David Thomain
3
Call Me Keeper
Pierre Vercurysse
4
Propulsion
Ôrjan Kihlström
5
Belina Josselyn
Jean Michael Bazire
6
Lionel
Matthieu Abrivard
7
Booster Winner
Eric Raffin
8
Princess Grif
Roberto Andreghetti
9
Anna Mix
Mathieu Mottier
10
Bird Parker
Jean-Philippe Monclin
11
Akim du Cap Vert
Franck Anne
12
Wild Honey
Gabriele Gelormini
13
Voltigeur du Myrt
Lorenzo Donati
14
Oasis Bi
Johnny Takter
15
Univers de Pan
Philippe Daugeard
16
Tiego d’Ëtang
Charles Bigeon
17
Bold Eagle
Franck Nivard
18
Timoko
Bjørn Goop

